
Future Classics



QUINN sofa channels 1920’s timeless 
style. Designed as an ultra-comfortable 
twist on tradition, its silhouette is 
beautifully tufted, deep in profile, and 
floats off the ground for sophisticated 
appeal. Venerando leather provides the 
supple, textural drape creating a truly 
original and luxurious hand tufted detail. 

Venarando Honey 



THE ART OF LEATHER
Echoed in the simple strength of shape, design is meaningless without using the best quality materials





MACINTOSH
A statement of timeless architectural 
style. Flange details add visual and tactile 
depth to one of our signature rich leathers 
Commonwealth. Macintosh’s elongated 
frame features plush bench cushion seat 
and angular shelter arms.

Commonwealth Stone 
Commonwealth Dusk 
10 Gallon Hat Hoss



REDFORD
Inspired by 1970s Italian design Redford is all about 
relaxation and expansive comfort. Its modernist 
broad track arm is complemented by soft envelope 
edging. Deeply plush cushions finished in saddle 
stitch detail perfectly balance and invite lounging. 

Venerando Bisque 
Commonwealth Cork 
Slipcover El Arish Linen Natural  







MISS PUSSY
A new expression in the classic rolled arm sofa - soft and 

sumptuous in form. Lush ruching details are achieved by the  
highly skilled hand and eye. Miss Pussy is a statement of 

craftmanship.  Angelina leather is sourced from a boutique, 
specialized producer in Uruguay. Low intensity, high-quality 

farming produces hides that are heavy yet exceptionally supple 
to the touch, making Angelina leather the perfect material for 

creating the soft, voluptuous ripples unique to Miss Pussy’s design.

Angelina Syrup 



ARLIE
Boucle

Copenhagen Hamlet  





ARLIE
Sublime minimalism meets supreme comfort.  
A streamlined silhouette defines its architectural 
attitude while sumptuously padded cushions 
play plush counterpart. The modernist low-slung 
profile and elegant frame welcome the art  
of lounging.

Arlie is available in our signature range of 
Commonwealth leather colors and Boucle fabric. 

Commonwealth Cork 



ROYCE
Embodies modernist principles of form 
follows function and truth to materials.  
Leather is the perfect material contrast 

to its strong sleek brushed stainless-steel 
frame. Lending itself to the enjoyment 
of soft seating Royce provides a subtle 

bounce during leisure time.

10 Gallon Hat Hoss  



CORKY ARMCHAIR
A companion to the Corky sofa the Corky armchair is a refined 
contemporary expression of the classic wing back armchair. 

Saddlebag Coin

IMAGE MISSING

CORKY
Has an unmistakable presence, defined by its strong and 
elegant lines the slender tailored shelter arm design flanks 
a generously proportioned bench seat. 

Esperance Seacliff



GOLDIE
Goldie’s scalloped upholstered shell back design acts as the 
epitome of art deco glamour. Applause leather’s old-world 
patina adds further impact. 

Applause Seafoam 

GINGER
Understatement is the key to Ginger’s appeal.  Features such as Ginger’s “P” shaped arm, 

loose feather pillow back cushions and bench seat provide a sense of relaxed elegance.

Camargue Dune 



CARLYLE
A contemporary study of the classic. A light seat deck and expansive frame 
allows for plush seat cushions. Combined with the craft of luxurious hand tufting 
Carlyle’s features are lighter but remain true to the spirit of the chesterfield. 

Isadora Ocean



PARR CHAIR
Simplicity evolved to be timeless,  
Parr’s exceptional style is owed to 
its simple frame enhanced by the 
supreme quality ofa hand-finished 
leather. 

Checkmate Pawn



HARROW
A linear evolution of the chesterfield sofa with a clean, 
contemporary look. Harrow’s light structure boasts a 
generously padded seat and back which is detailed 
by deep button tufting in a light and elegant stance 
for this distinctive re-imagining of a classic. 

Commonwealth Cork 



HARROW CHAIR



FIONA
The Fiona Executive Chair is inspired 
by the vintage charm of the Italian 
bucket seat. Superior in comfort 
and support with an effortless sense 
of style Fiona’s Indigo Cone Denim 
upholstery is woven on Cone denim’s 
original circa 1968 looms.

STEWART
With its origins in the great standards of 
classic British furniture Stewart’s hand 
tufted button back and gently scalloped 
arms create the elegantly contoured 
seat, poised atop a star base crafted 
from light walnut timber.

MANNING
Clean lines meet 

comfortable 
proportions in our 

Manning executive 
chair, features such 

as lightweight 
aluminum frame 

and base combined 
with tailored 

minimal stitching 
detail is the elegant 

complement to 
Isadora Ocean’s rich 

leather hues.



MASON
Universal in its appeal Mason’s graceful, mid 

height back and rolled arm bucket seat design 
rests atop a solid wood star base. Mason provides 

the complete functions of an executive office 
chair whilst maintaining form in a sophisticated 

sense of style, comfort, and luxury.







www.jamesstewartfurniture.com.au

A new generation of luxury leather


